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A Multilayer Data Copy Test Data Compression
Scheme for Reducing Shifting-in Power
for Multiple Scan Design
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Abstract—The random-like filling strategy pursuing high compression for today’s popular test compression schemes introduces
large test power. To achieve high compression in conjunction
with reducing test power for multiple-scan-chain designs is even
harder and very few works were dedicated to solve this problem.
This paper proposes and demonstrates a multilayer data copy
(MDC) scheme for test compression as well as test power reduction
for multiple-scan-chain designs. The scheme utilizes a decoding
buffer, which supports fast loading using previous loaded data,
to achieve test data compression and test power reduction at the
same time. The scheme can be applied automatic test pattern generation (ATPG)-independently or to be incorporated in an ATPG
to generate highly compressible and power efficient test sets.
Experiment results on benchmarks show that test sets generated
by the scheme had large compression and power saving with only
a small area design overhead.
Index Terms—Circuit testing, low-power testing, test data compression, test pattern generation.

I. INTRODUCTION

A

SYSTEM-ON-A-CHIP (SoC) chip, containing many
modules and intellectual properties (IPs) on a single chip,
has the advantage of reducing cost on fabrication, but suffers
the disadvantage of increasing cost on testing due to increased
complexity of test generation and large volume of test data.
In addition, large amounts of switching activity of scan test
beyond that of the normal operation leads to power problems.
Therefore, energy, peak power, and average power during
testing should be controlled to avoid causing chip malfunction
and reducing reliability for circuit-under-test (CUT).
To cope with the problem of huge test data, one can expand
the capability of an automatic test pattern generation (ATPG)
tool to generate a reduced number of test patterns or to employ test compression techniques to compress patterns to reduce the memory requirement on the automatic test equipment
(ATE) and the test time. Many compression techniques and architectures have been proposed and developed. Among the research works, they can generally be classified into two cate-
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gories: the ATPG-independent approach and the ATPG-dependent approach. For the compression methods of the former category, in the traditional design flow, they are applied after test
patterns have been generated. This type of approaches usually
encodes test pattern by utilizing don’t care bits or makes use of
regularity of test patterns to reduce test data volume. One type of
these compression methods is to use a codeword, for example,
Golomb codes [1], selective Huffman codes [2], VIHC codes
[3], and FDR codes [4], etc., to represent a data block. A comprehensive study on these compression schemes was presented
in [5] and the maximum achievable compression of the methods
of this type is bounded by the entropy within test data [5]. Another type of compression methods is to compress test data utilizing the bit correlation of test vectors to obtain minimum bit
flips between consequent test patterns [6]–[8] to achieve test
compression. Selective encoding compresses scan slices using
slice codes, which mix of control and data codes, to reduce test
data volume [9].
For the methods of the ATPG-dependent category, test compression procedure is incorporated during the stage of test generation. As it was reported, test patterns for large designs have
very low percentage of specified bits, and by exploiting that,
high compression rate can be achieved. For example, the hybrid test [10] approach generated both random and deterministic
patterns for the tested chip while using an on-chip linear feedback shift register (LFSR) to generate the random patterns. The
broadcast (or Illinois) approach [11] used one pin to feed multiple scan chains. In [12] and [13], a combinational network was
used to compress test cubes to conceal large internal scan chains
seen by the ATE. Also, several efficient methods such as reconfigurable interconnection network (RIN) [14], SoC built-in self
test (BIST) [15], and embedded deterministic test (EDT) [16],
etc., were proposed to achieve test data reduction by using an
on-chip circuitry to expand compressed data to test patterns.
Tang et al. [17] also proposed a scheme to use switch configurations to deliver test patterns and provided a method to determine
the optimum switch configuration.
To cope with the problem of test power, two approaches,
namely, using the design for testability (DFT) circuitry (scan architecture modification) [8], [18], [19] and reducing transitions
during shift by filling unspecified bits of test cubes [20]–[23],
are usually used to control test power. Reference [20] did a
survey on this topic. For the scan architecture modification techniques, power reduction is achieved at the cost of area or routing
overhead. Of the approaches, some works, for example, scan
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Fig. 1. (a) Proposed decoding architecture. (b) A decoding buffer with a DFFs and its multilayer organization. (c) A switch box is used to support the two
operations of a decoding buffer. (d) The switching box implementation.

cells reorganization, adapting scan architecture [18], and gated
clock [19], focused on reducing test power alone. However,
those techniques are not suitable for protected IP cores. Some
other works, for examples, low-power test using Golomb [21],
FDR with minimum transition filling (MTF) [22], ARL [23],
and mixed RL-Huffman [24] focused on reducing test power
and test volume simultaneously. However, they all targeted at
single-scan-chain designs and required heavy synchronization
between decoders and the ATE. Besides, they are not really lowpower test methods since they use a higher speed scan clock.
In targeting at test compression for multiple-scan-chain designs
with test power consideration, there were only a few works. Reference [25] used the LFSR reseeding to hold flag shift register
(HF-SR) to reduce test power and [26] proposed a flip configuration network (FCN) to inverse the scan cells when sending to
CUTs.
In this paper, we propose a compression method, multilayer
data copy (MDC), for multiple-scan-chain designs to reduce the
test data volume and test power simultaneously. The scheme
is simple and easy to be implemented without requiring any
knowledge of coding theory. The scheme can be used in conjunction with an ATPG program to generate test patterns with
high compression rate and good test power performance. In
Section II, the proposed encoding scheme MDC and the architecture of the decoder are first described. In Section III, a
complete analysis of achievable volume and power reduction
for the proposed scheme with respect to different organizations
of the decoding architecture is included. In Section IV, the proposed ATPG-dependent tool, which considers simultaneous test
data and power reduction for multiple-scan-chain designs, is described. Experiment results on many benchmark and large-scale

circuits are shown in Section V to compare and evaluate the proposed scheme with other test compression methods. Finally, a
conclusion is given in Section VI.
II. PROPOSED MDC SCHEME
The proposed MDC scheme is shown in Fig. 1(a). A decoder,
which has a decoding buffer to drive multiple scan chains, is
used to decode compressed data. The decoding buffer is composed of a set of D flip-flops (DFFs) implicitly configured in a
multilayer architecture of layers by way of a switching box.
Take a decoding buffer of DFFs, which drive scan chains of
a CUT, as an example. If the DFFs are able to be configured into
, then for layer one,
, configuration,
three layers, i.e.,
DFFs are configured into one group. For layer two,
DFFs
are implicitly grouped into groups of which each group has
DFFs so that
. For layer three,
, configuration, the
are further grouped into groups
DFFs of each group of
. Fig. 1(b) conof which each group has DFFs and
ceptually shows such a multilayer structure. More layers can be
continually constructed as necessary. The decoding buffer has
two modes of operation: copy or shift. For the shift mode, the
DFFs act as shift registers and data is loaded into DFFs serially
bit by bit from the in pin. For the copy mode of each layer, data
of DFFs of each group is “copied” into the DFFs of the next
group in “block.” It is noted that during the decoding buffer is
acting, the current layer is also changing with it operations. Only
the last layer needs shift mode while other layers need only copy
mode. The switching box shown in Fig. 1(c) is used to support
these operations during the decoding process and its implementation is shown in Fig. 1(d) for one of the DFFs. For the copy
mode, data loading is fast and this reduces test time as well as
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Fig. 3. Decoding flow of the decoder.

Fig. 2. Example to demonstrate shift and copy operations.

test volume. Once number of DFFs of the buffer are loaded
with bits of test patterns, we say one slice is ready and the decoder will shift the slice to the scan chains of the CUT.
In Fig. 2, there is a test cube of the length of 16 bits to be
loaded into a scan design, which has eight scan chains. For this
case, the shift length for shifting the test cube is two. Now, sup,
pose that a three-layer buffer organization, that is:
and
, is used. As the loading starts, for the first step, the
first bit “0” is loaded into the first DFF of the buffer. At the
second step, the following 1 is loaded. At the third step, copy
since the following third and fourth
operation is applied to
bits are XX, which are compatible with the first two loaded bits
01. After the copy operation is done, the two don’t care bits become the same as the two prior bits 01. At the fourth step, the
since the following four
copy operation is again applied to
bits 0XX1, are compatible with the previously loaded four bits
0101. After this, we obtain a set of test data of 01010101 in
DFFs. Now, we say that a slice of test data is resident in the
buffers and this slice will be loaded to eight scan chains. Since
the next 8-bit slice is also compatible with the current slice, a
to load the next 8-bit slice into
copy operation is applied to
the buffers. In this way, test data can be fast loaded into a CUT.
Encoding process for MDC is very simple. Starting from
layer one, at each layer, the test data is checked if the copy
operation is applicable. If yes, a control bit “1” is added to the
encoded data; otherwise, a “0” is added to the data to indicate
that there is no compatible data and current layer advances to
the next layer. The previous action is repeated until the last
layer is reached while no copy is applicable. At this moment,
the shift operation is entered and the original raw test data of
bits are appended to the encoded data, where is the number of
bits of the last layer. After that, the current layer may change;
and the previous encoding process then repeats iteratively. The
example in Fig. 2 is used again to demonstrate this encoding
process. In the beginning, we check if the copy operation can
. Since for this case, the buffer
be applied to current layer
does not have any data, the copy operation cannot be applied
and then
and copy
to the first layer. Thus, we enter
operation still cannot be applied for them. Therefore, three 0’s
are added to the encoded data. Following the two times of the
, the decoder loads the first two bits 01
shift operation
into the buffer. After that, three times of the copy operation are
applied and the test cube is completely loaded with all don’t

Fig. 4. Another example to show how to encode slices using shift and
copy operations.

care bits filled. The final encoded data is 00001111, where
the first three control bits “000” mean no copy applicable, the
forth bit “0” and the fifth bit “1” are raw data and the last three
control bits are for the copy operation. Compared to the original
16-bit test data, a test data reduction of 50% is obtained.
The decoding flow of our decoder is shown in Fig. 3,
where data is loaded from in. For this decoding flow, the
following three notes are given: 1) Lv means “layer”; 2) After
a copy or shift operation, the current layer may change to
other layer; that is why the task “get current Lv” is included
in the figure. For hardware implementation, only a counter is
needed to trace the number of bits shifted into the buffer for
the current slice and another counter to record the current
layer; and 3) is the number of DFFs of the last layer, which
is two for the example in Fig. 2.
Another example is shown in the following to explain the
encoding and decoding process more clearly. In Fig. 4, a new
slice having 8 bits 1X010100 is to be shifted into the decoder’s
buffer which already has previous data 10101010. The checking
operations according to the MDC encoding procedure for each
bit are shown in Fig. 4. In Fig. 4, the encoded data after each
checking operation are also shown where bits in italic are control
bits and others are data bits. For the first bit 0, it is first checked
is applicable. Since the answer is no, the layer
if copy for
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advances to
and then
. Finally, only shift is applied,
therefore, control bits 000 are added. Once the shift operation
is done, two data bits 00, are shifted into the buffer as shown
and finds
in Fig. 4(b). Then, the decoder checks for
copy is not applicable, therefore, still applies the shift operation
[see Fig. 4(c)] to shift two data bits 10. For the fifth bit “0” in
then
and applies
Fig. 4(e), the decoder first checks
copy operation since the following two bits “10” are compatible
with the last-shifted two bits 10, of the buffer. Finally, for the
and applies the shift
next two last bits, the decoder checks
operations. The final encoded data is 00000010010X1 which
copy operations.
consists of three shift and one
It is noted that when one slice is ready, the decoder shifts the
slice into scan chains by asserting the clock of scan flip-flops.
Therefore, unlike [11]–[17], our decoding process does not load
scan chains at every test cycle. Also, unlike [1]–[4], synchronization overhead does not exist in our approach since the ATE
has not been stopped during the entire decoding process.

Fig. 5. Compression under two parameters: gs and p.

operation is

. Thus,

is given by

III. EFFICIENCY ANALYSIS FOR MDC
A. Compression Analysis
The compression of MDC relies on the copy operation to
quickly load data to the buffer. The lower layer the copy operation can be applied, the larger gain can be obtained. However,
increasing the group size at layer does not necessarily obtain
a high compression rate since the probability that a larger size
group is compatible with another group decreases. Therefore,
the relation between the size of groups, the number of layers
and the achievable compression should be analyzed.
Before that, several terms are defined as follows:
total number of bits in test sets;
total number of layers;
th layer, where
;
group size (number of bits) at layer ;
number of groups that cannot be applied copy at
layer ;
specified bit density of test set.
The total data volume DV can be derived as follows. For the
groups and needs
bits to
first layer, it has
present whether the copy operation is applicable or not for each
groups are not copied at layer one, as for the
group. Given
groups and, therefore,
second layer, it thus has
needs
bits. Finally, DV is

In the formula, only
is to be determined. To determine ,
we start from analyzing the probability that a group is compatible with its succeeding group, i.e., the probability that its succeeding group can be applied copy operation. Given a specified
bit density , the probability that two bits are incompatible is
when the first bit is a 1 and the second bit is a 0 and vice versa.
. So the
Therefore, it is
. The
probability that two bits are compatible is
bits can be applied copy
probability that a group having

A larger
results in large data volume DV.
depends
but their relationship is implicit. An experiment
mostly on
was then run to find their relationship: 500 random test patterns
were generated for a scan design of 1024 scan cells. The
compression is defined as
Compression
For a two-layer buffer and
, Fig. 5 shows the compression result on different
and . It can be seen that the finally obtained compression is a strong function of the bit density
. Also, for the number
probability but a weak function of
and
, it was found that for
of times of applying copy to
a larger
, it had fewer times of copy at
(larger ), but
, therefore, resulting in similar DV.
more times of copy at
B. Scan-in Power Reduction Analysis
In this section, it is to investigate the test power reduction of
this scheme.
In order to obtain large data reduction, we like to apply more
copy operations at each layer. Especially, if we apply more
copy operations at layer one, we not only achieve data volume
compression but also obtain scan-in power reduction because
no transition between the coping slice and the copied slide
is involved. However, as shown in Section III-A, to increase
the probability of applying the copy operation at layer one,
the group size can not be too large. Again, an experiment was
done to investigate the relationship between the group size
and the achieved power reduction using the above randomly
generated test set. The results are shown in Fig. 6, where (a) is
the plot of WTC (weighted transition counts: the total number
in terms of and
of transitions during scan test) [23] with
in terms of . From
(b) is the plot of peak transitions with
Fig. 6(a), it can be seen that a larger number of scan chains
reduces the total energy (WTC). However, from Fig. 6(b), it is
seen that for a larger group size of the first layer, for which less
copy can be applied, a higher peak power is resulted. Hence,
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Fig. 6. Plots of (a) weighted transition counts (WTC) and (b) peak transitions,
with respect to gs in terms of p.

Fig. 7. Proposed flow of an ATPG, MDCGEN, incorporated with MDC
strategy.

to simultaneously reduce DV and the peak power, a moderate
group size for the first layer should be chosen.
Also, from Fig. 6(b), we can see that, for the MDC scheme, it
can reduce test peak power for small (usually smaller than 5%
for real designs). This is a good advantage over those of the conventional ATPG-dependent LFSR-based [15], [16], XOR-based
decompression network [12], [13] methods and [17], etc., where
don’t care bits of test patterns are essentially filled with randomlike fillings, resulting in large test power [25], [27], [28]. For this
type of filling, it was reported that average transitions are usu, where
is the number of scan cells [27]. As
ally about
with 40 scan
for the MDC scheme, for instance, for a
chains, the amount of peak power is about 200, which is only
about 30% of that of the randomly generated test set.
IV. PATTERN GENERATOR WITH MDC
The MDC strategy can be incorporated with an ATPG to generate test patterns which are dedicated to be compressed with the
MDC technique. The test patterns so obtained will provide high
compression as well as test power reduction efficiency. Fig. 7
shows such an ATPG: MDCGEN. The ATPG starts with generating a test cube and uses a test cube list (TCL) to store all
generated test cubes. A test cube is generated targeting at one
of remaining undetected faults. The generated cube is checked
if it is compatible with cubes in the TCL. All compatible cubes
will be compared and the best one is selected. That is, the numbers of copy operations reduced for each compatible cube in the
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TCL before and after merging it with the generated test cube is
recorded. Then the cubes with the least reduced number of copy
operations are chosen. These cubes are further checked to be selected and the cube that, after being merged with the generated
cube, has the minimum resulting switching activity is selected.
The selected best cube is then merged with the generated cube.
After that, fault simulation is conducted and the faults detected
by this merged cube are dropped from the fault list. If the generated test cube is not compatible with any cube in the TCL, it is
added to the TCL. This flow continues until all faults are tried.
In implementing the previous flow, to further reduce test data
volume and test power, a special pattern generation strategy can
be employed. That is, after the architecture of decoding buffer
is decided, the pattern generation phase employs a random pattern generation step. For this step, a set of random bits is generated for the first slice but for all following slices the patterns
are copied from the previous slices, respectively. In this way,
each random pattern has very high compressibility and low test
power. For a scan design with scan cells and a two-layer decoding buffer (
architecture), the maximum encoded data
volume for each random pattern is only
bits and the peak power for each random pattern has no more
than transitions and the average power is even lower. This is a
great saving when compared with a traditionally generated patand the peak
tern, for which the average transition is
power is even higher [27].
As compared to other ATPG-dependent methods [12]–[17],
MDCGEN has the following advantages which make it efficient
in generating good test patterns for compression and power reduction. First, it is not necessary to solve a set of linear equations
to find the compressibility between the decoder and test cubes
generated from ATPG. It only involves a procedure of compatibility checking and switching activity counting and this has
a small computation overhead. Second, when some test cubes
cannot be compressed by decoders/decompressors, ATPGs of
conventional approaches have to iteratively try or change configuration of decompressors. For MDC, it is easy for the decoder to apply any test cube and not necessary to change any
configuration even with fully specified patterns. Third, the conventional ATPG-dependent methods fill unspecified bits only
targeting test compression, and the fillings are basically of the
random-like filling strategy, resulting in large test power [25],
[27], [28]. However, for MDC, its intrinsic nature produces low
power patterns since it adopts a low-power filling mechanism
for multiple scan chains. This approach thus has the advantage
of simultaneously targeting test data and test power reduction
for multiple-scan-chain designs without CUT modification.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Compression Comparison
To evaluate the efficiency of the proposed scheme, we
have implemented the proposed MDC technique both in the
ATPG-independent way (denoted as MDC), i.e., Mintest test
sets were obtained first and then the MDC scheme was applied
to compress the tests, and in the ATPG-dependent way (denoted
as MDCGEN), i.e., the MDC was considered at the same
time during the test generation process. The implementation
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TABLE I
COMPRESSION RESULT FOR MDC (MINTEST TEST SET) AND MDCGEN

TABLE II
COMPRESSION COMPARISON BETWEEN THE MDC SCHEME AND OTHER COMPRESSION METHODS ON MINTEST TEST SETS

was in C++ and applied to several benchmark circuits. For
the MDCGEN, test sets were generated with the same fault
coverage as that of a commercial tool Syntest [29]. The compression results are shown in Table I. In the table, we present
SFFs (number of scan cells), PTs (number of test patterns),
buffer organization, Com (Compression), DV (compressed data
volume) and Gate Counts (equivalent gate counts for hardware
overhead) for each circuit. We see that, in general, the average
DV of MDC and MDCGEN are quite comparable. However,
as it can be seen later, MDCGEN is more efficient also on test
power reduction since in an ATPG-independent way, test set
tends to have higher specified bit density, consequently less
flexibility for power reduction.
1) ATPG-Independent MDC for Mintest Test Sets: For the
MDC, we used the Mintest test sets and compressed them using
the MDC strategy for the benchmark circuits and compared
the results with some previously published results as shown in
Table II. In the table, the compression percentages of each published method and the MDC scheme is listed and the bold numbers are the best results among all the methods. It can be seen
that our MDC obtained the best compression results in four out
of six circuits and in the average of the six circuits.
2) ATPG-Independent MDC: For the MDCGEN, the compressed results are compared with those of some published
ATPG-dependent methods as shown in Table III. In Table III,

switch configuration [17] has the best compression results.
MDCGEN has slightly larger final compressed data volume
than those of Unified Network but better results than those of
SCC except for circuit s38584. However, it is to be mentioned
that MDCGEN targets simultaneous test data and power reduction. Even so, the test volume obtained by MDCGEN is still
comparable with those of SCC and Unified Network.
B. Scan-in Power Comparison
In this section, we compare test power for the previous test
sets. In the text which follows, the power estimation for average power is the average number of transitions of all patterns;
peak power is the maximum transition among all patterns; and
total power is the total transitions during scan shift for all patterns. Total power or test energy is the same as WTC defined in
[21]–[24]. However, average power and peak power use “transition” rather than use WTC. More formally, and are the
number of test patterns and scan chain length, respectively, and
(
) is the th test pattern
, where
is the first bit, as defined in [24]. The number of transitions
, for
is
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TABLE III
DATA VOLUME COMPARISON BETWEEN MDCGEN AND OTHER ATPG-DEPENDENT METHODS

TABLE IV
NORMALIZED (A) AVERAGE, (B) PEAK, AND (C) TEST ENERGY COMPARISONS BETWEEN DIFFERENT COMPRESSION METHODS

TABLE V
NORMALIZED (A) AVERAGE, (B) PEAK, AND (C) TEST ENERGY COMPARISONS BETWEEN MDCGEN AND RANDOM PATTERNS [12]–[17]

Weighted transition counts

, for

is

Then
Average Power
Peak Power
Total Power(Energy)
1) ATPG-Independent MDC for Mintest Test Sets: On test
power, we first present results of the MDC for Mintest test sets.
Table IV shows the results on average and peak power (average
and peak transitions) during pattern scanning in and the total energy consumption WTC, during test of the MDC strategy with
(used in [1], [3],
those of three filling strategies, namely, fill

[23], [24], [30]), SC filling [2], and MTF. All the values are normalized with respect to the maximum values, which are of the
SC filling strategy, among those methods. For the experimental
data, the same number of scan chains and test patterns are used
for each method. In the table, MTF represents the achievable
lowest power. It is seen that SC has the largest average/peak
power and energy. For MDC, it is slightly higher than that of
the “fill 0/1” strategy on the scan power and is higher than MTF,
which is the lower bound. Overall, MDC has best compression
with only little increased test power compared with “fill 0/1.”
2) ATPG-Independent MDC: Table V shows the similar plots
for the ATPG-dependent MDCGEN on scan-in average/peak
power and the total test energy with respect to other ATPG-dependent methods [12]–[17]. For those methods, the number of
random patterns and the number of scan chains were assumed
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TABLE VI
COMPARISON OF DATA COMPRESSION AND TEST POWER FOR MDCGEN WITH THE WORK FCN [26]

TABLE VII
COMPARISON OF DATA COMPRESSION AND TEST POWER FOR MDCGEN ON LARGE-SCALE CIRCUITS

sign [26]. The results are shown in Table VI, where the number
of test patterns, data volume (DV), and average transitions are
shown. In the table, for the data of FCN, the best compression
and the lowest average transitions of [26] are listed. It is seen that
MDCGEN outperforms on the test data compression by 30%
and the power reduction by 56% in average over those of FCN.
D. MDCGEN for Large-Scale Circuits
Fig. 8. Power profiles for each pattern of two circuits: s15850 and s35932 for
MDCGEN and random-filling patterns.

to be the same with ours and, as mentioned in Section III-B, the
“random-filling” strategy was used in generating test patterns.
The table shows that MDCGEN is very efficient in reducing
power. In average, it reduces average power, peak power, and
test energy to only 14%, 35%, and 17% of those of the random
fill. In Fig. 8, it is also shown the detailed simulated scan-in
transitions for each pattern for circuits s15850 and s35932 for
MDCGEN and random patterns, respectively. From that figure,
it is seen that MDCGEN suppresses the scan-in power for all
generated patterns for circuits.
C. Comparison of MDCGEN With Another Low-Power Test
Compression Method
We also compare MDCGEN with a published work on the
low-power test compression method for multiple-scan-chain de-

MDCGEN was applied to some larger circuits of higher complexity and the results are shown in Table VII. The SFFs, gate
numbers and “Min. Pts” (the minimal number of patterns obtained from a commercial ATPG [29] with the largest compaction) for each circuit are listed. For MDCGEN, Buffer is the
buffer structure used, Pts are the number of patterns, DV is the
data volume, DVR is the data volume reduction. Average power,
Peak power, and Energy are the scan-in powers and energy for
the Pts with respect to “Min. Pts,” respectively. Here, DVR is
defined as

Significant data volume reduction was obtained for each circuit
in the table. For example, for circuit leon2, 83 times of data
volume reduction was obtained. For the test power and energy
reduction, MDC exhibited very well except for Peak Power of
b19_1 and Ckt1 for which we put more emphasis on DVR of
MDCGEN instead of power reduction.
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TABLE VIII
OVERALL COMPARISON BETWEEN THE PROPOSED SCHEME AND OTHER SCHEMES

For the previous circuits, the Synopsys Design Compiler was
used to evaluate the area overhead (Area % in Table VII) for the
added decoders with decoding buffer for the MDC scheme and
it was found that they all were about 1% of the original circuits.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed and demonstrated a new simple yet
efficient test encoding scheme: MDC, for test compression and
power reduction for multiple-scan-chain designs. The scheme
adopts a simple buffer which can be flexibly organized in a multilayer structure in conjunction with a simple coding strategy
to fill unspecified bits of test patterns to achieve power reduction. A layer copying mechanism, which reduces transitions between neighboring slices, makes the scheme inherently power
efficient. The scheme can be incorporated into an ATPG program to generate test patterns both volume and power efficient.
The scheme had been applied to some benchmark and large size
circuits to show that it achieved not only high compression rate
for test patterns but also low test power. In addition, only one
scan-in pin is required to support large number of scan chains.
This facilitates the use of a low-cost ATE for this scheme. Also,
the scheme is very flexible to be used: either in an ATPG-independent way or in an ATPG-dependent way.
Finally, Table VIII compiles performance aspects on the
MDC scheme with other published approaches and techniques.
We could conclude that the scheme is a good scheme to reduce
the shifting-in power for scan test for multiple-scan-chain
designs.
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